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Abstract8

In order to design a microporous membrane filter comprising Three-way Catalyst (TWC)9

particles with a size distribution of 1 to 2 microns, isothermal CO oxidation experiments and10

numerical simulations were conducted to investigate the transport of oxygen atoms within11

primary Ceria-Zirconia (CZ) particulates. These spherical TWC particles were fabricated12

through the agglomeration of primary CZ and alumina particulates, incorporating Pd and Rh13

catalysts. By comparing experimental CO2 emissions with simulation results over time, a14

temperature-dependent diffusion coefficient was determined. The simulation results reveal15

that the effective distance of oxygen atom transport within CZ particulates, heterogeneously16

distributed in the spherical TWC particle, is limited to approximately 100 nm from the17

surface of agglomerated spherical TWC particles within a temperature range of 175 to 225?C.18

19

Index terms— modeling, diffusion, three-way-catalyst, membrane particulate filter.20

1 I. Introduction21

t is essential to implement an efficient after treatment system for internal combustion engines during the22
transitional period until the full adoption of cleaner technologies is accomplished. To attain net-zero emission23
by 2050, exhaust gases from automobile engines have emerged as a significant contributor to air pollution, which24
is 25% of total CO 2 emission, currently ranked as a second largest source, leading to a global concern for their25
adverse effects on public health [1][2][3]. Therefore, an efficient and effective exhaust gas aftertreatment system26
plays an important role to reduce the solid and gaseous pollutant emissions from internal combustion engines.27
In conventional exhaust gas aftertreatment systems of gasoline-fueled engines, a gasoline particulate filter (GPF)28
is installed for filtration of solid particulate matters. Besides, a three-way catalytic converter (TWC) is used29
to simultaneously reduce harmful gaseous pollutants such as carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxides (NO x ),30
and hydrocarbons (HCs) [4]. The literature has extensively been reported on the purification performance of31
combined TWC and GPF using wash-coating technology, commonly known as a catalyzed gasoline particulate32
filter (cGPF). Through application of catalyst materials deposited on the cGPF filter substrate, an integrated33
catalytic filter can offer a distinct advantage of not only trapping soot, but also facilitating the purification of34
gaseous pollutants in a single unit [5,6]. However, the pressure-drop between the inlet and outlet of the integrated35
filter increases drastically because some pores are blocked by the coated TWC-paste.36

Cerium oxides are well-established oxygen storage materials that have been widely used in various catalytic37
applications. They are particularly important as a catalytic component in TWCs installed in the exhaust gas38
aftertreatment systems of gasoline engines [7,8]. The primary function of a TWC that includes cerium oxides is39
to simultaneously reduce three major gaseous pollutants, NO x , CO, and HCs, through oxidation and reduction40
reactions. Maximal conversion yields can be achieved with an air-fuel ratio around the stoichiometric point for41
gasoline engines. If there are fluctuations in the oxygen concentration in the positive (fuel-lean) or negative42
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2 II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

(fuel-rich) direction around the stoichiometric point, excess oxygen can be stored by cerium oxides under a fuel-43
lean condition, while additional oxygen atoms can be supplied by cerium oxides under the fuelrich conditions.44
The range of the air-fuel ratio for simultaneous reduction becomes slightly wider around the stoichiometric point45
as a well-known window [9,10]. Ceria-zirconia (CZ) catalysts are commonly utilized to increase the oxygen46
storage capacity thereby enhancing the high-redox catalytic performance of ceria in TWCs. Since the exhaust47
gas temperature in gasoline-fueled engines typically reaches approximately 900°C, CZ is composited with alumina48
(Al 2 O 3 ) to prevent the sintering effect or thermal degradation [11].49

Recently, particle membrane filters have been manufactured by the authors using various catalyst components50
with the aim of improving soot oxidation kinetics and mitigating exhaust gas pollutants [12][13][14]. In contrast51
to wash-coated catalyzed particulate filters as mentioned above, catalyst particles were percolated as a membrane52
on the surface of a GPF substrate, which results in almost 100% filtration efficiency from the beginning of soot53
trapping and a low pressure-drop filter compared with the conventional filters [15]. By fabricating a particle54
membrane filter composed of three-way catalyst particles, in addition to a 100% initial I soot filtration efficiency,55
a simultaneous reduction of gaseous pollutants were achieved in a single unit [16]. Based on the findings from56
our previous parametric study on the fabrication of TWC particles membrane filters, the porosity of the TWC57
particle membrane reaches 64% under the condition of a mean particle size of 1.2 um and a superficial velocity58
of 5 mm/s [17]. The high porosity membrane filter contributes to low pressure-drop filtration of soot.59

For the conventional TWC wash-coated filters [18,19] and the conventional catalytic converters [20,21], the60
macroscopic reaction kinetics modelling has been extensively developed and the microscopic transport of oxygen61
atoms in ceria has been reported ??22 -25] under the condition of the practical temperature above 700°C. However,62
if the thermal efficiency of engines for passenger’s vehicles can be increased up to more than 50% (already reached63
up to 52.63%) to reduce emission of CO 2 , the exhaust gas temperature at the engine out will be decreased64
around 300°C to 400°C [26]. By utilizing the TWC particles membrane filter proposed by the authors, it is feasible65
to achieve not only almost 100% initial soot filtration efficiency with low pressure-drop but also simultaneous66
reduction of exhaust gas pollutants as an integrated after-treatment system even under such a low temperature67
condition. For effective utilization of CZ particulates for chemical reaction, the transport phenomena of oxygen68
atom around the single primary CZ particulate should be investigated. Using the spherical agglomerated TWC69
particle including primary CZ particulates manufactured by the authors, the oxygen atom transport in the CZ70
can be analyzed by a simplified mathematical model compared with the conventional TWC wash-coated filters. In71
the current study, the diffusion coefficient of the oxygen atom in CZ particulate is determined through experiment72
and numerical simulation. Besides, the transport distance of oxygen atom in the CZ for CO oxidation is clarified73
under the condition of a range of temperature from 175°C to 225°C.74

2 II. Experimental Procedures75

Figure ?? describes a miniature-sized particulate filter with a precise dimension as length x width x height (1076
mm x 10 mm x 10 mm), comprised of 7x7 square channels. The miniature-sized filter substrate sample was77
extracted from conventional silicon carbide (Si-C) substrates of full-sized particulate filters. A hightemperature-78
resistant ceramic paste was utilized to seal alternating ends of the channels to create a wall-flow configuration,79
as illustrated in Fig. ??, in which the working gas passes through the channel walls.80

Figure ?? displays a schematic diagram of the fabrication process of a three-way catalyst (TWC) particle81
membrane filter on a miniature filter substrate. The experimental procedure and fabrication process were82
discussed in detail in the previous literature [17]. The slurry used in its fabrication was comprised of 20 wt.%83
of primary nanometer-sized TWC particulates prepared using distilled water. These particles had an average84
diameter of approximately 200 nm, as shown in the TEM image in Fig. ??. The chemical composition of the85
primary TWC-particulates is the same as that of a commercial monolith converter, as shown in Table 1. The86
TWC particulate slurry was introduced into an acrylic tube to generate small droplets with a size range of 5-1087
um using an ultrasonic atomizer (60 Hz frequency). Nitrogen gas was introduced into the acrylic tube at a flow88
rate of 50 mL/min to transport the atomized water droplets, including TWC particulates from the tube. The89
gassuspended droplets containing TWC particulates were then mixed with a dilution gas to achieve a superficial90
velocity of 5 mm/s and a humidity lower than the dew point, even at room temperature. Nitrogen gas-diluted91
dispersed water droplets were introduced into an evaporator, which was kept at constant temperature of 280°C92
using a ribbon heater. Since only water was vaporized, the primary TWC particulates agglomerated, as shown93
in the SEM image of Fig. ??. The agglomerated nitrogen dispersed TWC particles, ranging in size from 1 to 294
????, were deposited as a membrane layer onto a miniaturized filter substrate. Then, as in our previous study,95
the fabricated membrane filter was sintered at 900°C for 4 hours to maintain the percolation structure of the96
TWC membrane with a minimal peeling rate [27].97

A scanning electron microscopic (SEM) crosssectional image of a TWC particle membrane filter on a substrate98
is presented in Fig. ??. The thickness of the membrane layer is approximately 40 microns in which the99
agglomerated TWC particles (arithmetic mean diameter of 1.2 um) are percolated. The porosity of the membrane100
was measured as approximately 64.4% [17]. The size of the agglomerated TWC particles was controlled by101
adjusting the weight percentage of the primary TWC particulates in the slurry. The primary TWC particulates102
are homogeneously dispersed throughout the entire cross-sectional area of a single agglomerated TWC particle,103
as shown in the SEM images of Fig. ??.104
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However, using a back-scattered electron mode, a non-homogeneous composition distribution was observed,105
as shown in Fig. ??(a). In this figure, the bright colored areas are ceria-zirconia (CZ) particulates since CZ has106
the highest atomic number compared to the other components of the slurry. The dark gray areas were identified107
as aluminum oxide particulates. The ratio of these areas was analyzed using Image-J program. The results108
presented in Fig. ??(b) revealed that the average CZ-particulate area occupied approximately 50% of the whole109
cross-sectional area of a single agglomerated TWC particle.110

Figure ?? shows a schematic diagram of an isothermal CO oxidation experimental setup. A working gas111
consisting of CO (44 ppm) with the balance as N 2 , was introduced (with no oxygen supplied in the working112
gas) through the TWC particle membrane at a superficial velocity of 20 mm/s and temperatures of 175, 200 and113
225°C to investigate the transport of oxygen atoms in the TWC particles. Temperature was measured using a114
thermocouple inserted in an outflow channel of the substrate filter. It was fixed by an electric heater with a PID115
feedback system. The concentrations of CO and CO 2 were measured as a function of time using an infrared gas116
analyzer after the gas stream was passed through the membrane. The supplied CO concentration was calibrated117
after each measurement under each temperature condition using a by-pass line. Before the experiment, all pre-118
adsorbed gas molecules on the catalyst surface were removed by passing N 2 gas through the membrane. In the119
numerical simulation model, the following assumptions were made:120

1) The agglomerated particle sizes were assumed to be as the same as the arithmetic mean diameter, 1.2 um. 2)121
Diffusion of oxygen atoms from CZ-particulates was assumed to be an isotropic process, involving onedimensional122
diffusion from the bulk of a particulate to the surface (in the x-direction).123

3) The chemical reaction occurred at the surface of spherical agglomerated particles by reacting with diffused124
oxygen atoms from the bulk of CZparticulates. 4) The temperature of working gas along the membrane thickness125
direction (z-direction as depicted in the Fig. ??) was uniform during the reaction. Because the generated heat126
by the exothermic reaction is negligibly small which cannot vary the working gas temperature. 5) The oxygen127
concentration of TWC-particles percolated in the same location in the discrete volume of the membrane with a128
uniform concentration throughout the reaction.129

As described in Fig. 7, the porosity (?) distribution was consistent (with a discrepancy of ±2.32%) along130
the membrane thickness direction (zdirection) since the percolation structure of the spherical TWC-particles131
membrane consists of a homogeneous porous medium [17]. In such a medium, the properties of a percolation132
structure, such as porosity and permeability, are constant throughout the medium. This uniformity means that133
the flow characteristics and the resistance to flow are the much the same in all directions. Besides, the tortuosity134
of the membrane was estimated as small as 1.02013. Therefore, a straight flow characteristic along the membrane135
thickness direction was assumed in this model. Additionally, from an order Fig. ??: Schematic of the CO136
concentration distribution in a three-way catalyst membrane terms of the Navier Stokes equations under the137
experimental conditions, the pressure drop and viscous terms are dominant. In fact, the Reynolds number along138
the membrane is as low as 0.027. Therefore, the working gas flow in this direction becomes the lowest pressure139
drop, i.e., flow in the z-direction is perpendicular to the membrane layer. As a result, even if the working gas is140
introduced in the channel direction, from left to right in Fig. ??, the average velocity in the membrane can be141
assumed to be unidirectional and in the z-direction.142

Figure ?? shows a schematic diagram of streamlines in the membrane filter. Here, the working gas is fed into143
the membrane layer through an inlet channel in a wall-flow pattern in a uniformly distributed manner. Assuming144
a one-dimensional, incompressible and uniform flow with a characteristic velocity (superficial velocity) at the145
membrane layer, only a decrease in CO concentration through oxidation should be considered along the flow146
direction (in the zdirection). Additionally, it was hypothesized that CO reacts with oxygen atoms diffused from147
the inside of the CZ material, and the reaction occurs at the TWC particle surfaces as follows. The rate of148
the reaction can be expressed as an Arrhenius-type equation that is proportional to the CO concentration, the149
number of oxygen atoms present at the TWC particle surface, and the number density of TWC particles. Thus,150
the governing equation can be written as Eq. 2.151

Here, the concentration of CO (C co ), superficial velocity (u), time (t), space axis in the flow direction (z),152
number of TWC particles in a unit volume (n), radius of the TWC particle (a), lattice constant of CZ material153
(d Lattice ), oxygen atom concentration in the CZ material (C o,x=L ), activation energy for oxidation at the154
surface of a TWC particle (E c ), gas constant (R), and absolute temperature (T) are all parameters in the155
governing equation (Eq. 2). This equation describes the reaction rate as an Arrhenius-type expression that is156
proportional to the CO concentration, the number of oxygen atoms at the TWC particle surface, and the number157
density of TWC particles. The product of 4?a 2 and d lattice represents a thin shell volume at the TWC particle158
surfaces. The lattice constant of CZ material (d lattice ) was 0.5 nm, obtained from previous work [28]. The159
factor, 0.5, on the right-hand side of Eq. ( 2) represents the CZ surface area ratio, 50%, in the spherical surface160
area of the TWC particles, which is discussed below. Transport of oxygen atoms by diffusion in the CZ material161
should be simultaneously calculated to obtain the oxygen atom concentration at the TWC particle surfaces.162

In the simulation, a volume averaging method was used along the membrane thickness (z-direction). The163
oxygen concentration of the particles varies with respect to their location in the membrane. Therefore, a discrete164
thickness of 4 um was considered as a control volume that contained approximately 1.28 x 10 9 particles. The165
total number of particles percolated in a control volume with a particular thickness can be calculated using Eq.166
3.167
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where S is the total surface area of the membrane, L is the thickness of the membrane, ?? is the packing168
fraction of the membrane, N is the total number of particles and r is the particle radius.169

In Fig. 9, a schematic illustration of diffusioncontrolled CO oxidation is presented. The initial oxygen170
concentration volume was calculated according to the oxygen vacancy concentration (66.67%) and the lattice171
parameter (0.5 nm) of the ceria-zirconia material [11,28]. According to back-scattered electron imagery using172
FESEM, the primary CZ-particulates were heterogeneously distributed in a spherical agglomerated particle as173
mentioned in Fig. ??. Individual CZparticulates were separate from each other. CZparticulates located at the174
surface of the single spherical agglomerated particle (yellow-colored CZ-particulates in Fig. ??) contribute to175
oxygen atom supply. Here, CO molecules flowing along the spherical surface react with the supplied oxygen176
atoms at the interfaces between the gas phase and the exposed CZ-particulate surfaces. Therefore, it can be177
assumed that the oxygen atoms will be transported to the surface (to the interface) from the inside of the bulk178
material, one-dimensionally in the xdirection, as shown in Fig. 9. Therefore, a onedimensional diffusion equation179
for oxygen atoms in the x-direction can be expressed as Eq. 4.180

Here, C o represents oxygen atom concentration, t is time, x is the axis from the inside to the surface of the181
CZ and D is the diffusion coefficient of oxygen atoms in the CZ material.182

According to the experimental results of isothermal CO conversion, emissions of CO 2 were increased at higher183
temperatures, as shown in Fig. ??0.???? + ?? ???????? ? ???? 2184

(1)???? ???? ???? + ?? ???? ???? ???? = 0.5 ?? 4???? 2 ?? ?????????????? ?? ??,??=?? ?? ?? ???? ??????185
? -?? ?? ???? ?(2)186

?? ?? ?? = ?? The experimental results show that the logarithmic function of the diffusion rate was187
proportional to the inverse of absolute temperature. From this linearity, the Arrhenius-type expression is suitable188
for representing the diffusion of oxygen atoms over the temperature range of the current study. The diffusion189
coefficient is an Arrhenius type expression described in Eq. 5, where D o is the pre-exponential diffusivity and190
E a is the activation energy for diffusion. The boundary conditions for x = 0 and x = L are expressed as Eq.191
6 and 7, respectively. There is no diffusion at x = 0, while the molar flux of oxygen atoms obtained from the192
concentration gradient at x = L in the CZ material is equal to the consumption rate of CO by oxidation at the193
TWC particle surfaces as follows.???? ?? ???? = 0 ???? ?? = 0(7)194

The process of fitting oxygen atom flux data, obtained from both experimental and numerical simulations,195
was initiated at a temperature of 175°C. Since the diffusion coefficient governing the transport of oxygen atoms196
within the CZ particulate is an unknown value, an inverse approach was employed to estimate the diffusion197
coefficient, denoted as D in Eq. 4. Additionally, for CO oxidation at the agglomerated TWC particle surfaces,198
the pre-exponential factor A needed to be estimated by fitting the time history of the oxygen atom flux. This199
approach involved iteratively adjusting both the diffusion coefficient D and collision frequency A values while200
fitting the time history of the oxygen atom flux at the TWC particle surface. In accordance with Eq. 7, altering201
the D values results in a change in the slope of the curve, whereas adjustments to the A values lead to variations202
in the flux amount (i.e., along the y-axis in Figure ??1). Once a good agreement between experimental and203
numerical results was achieved at 175°C, higher D values were used for the higher temperature conditions (i.e.,204
200°C and 225°C) while maintaining the same A values. The activation energy E a and pre-exponential diffusivity205
D o in Eq. 5 were simultaneously estimated from an Arrhenius plot. Here, a straight-line relationship in the206
plot was iterated multiple times by changing various D values, until the goodness of fit was achieved up to 0.998.207
The activation energy E c was 9 kJ/mol, obtained from earlier literature [29,30]. The mean radius of the TWC208
particle a and the mean size of the primary CZ particulate L are assumed to be 0.6 nm and 200 nm, respectively,209
based on SEM and TEM images obtained in the experiment. IV. Results and Discussion210

Figure ??0 presents the experimental results of isothermal CO oxidation by TWC particle membranes at211
different temperatures ??175, 200, and 225°C). The temperature of the miniature-sized filter with the membrane212
is indicated in red color on the right-hand side vertical axis. It is increased using an electric heater under a213
nitrogen atmosphere. At the start of the experiment, CO (44 ppm) was introduced with the temperature fixed214
at 175°C. The black and blue lines illustrate emissions of CO and CO 2 , respectively. After 30 minutes, CO215
and CO 2 emissions were approximately 7% and 37%, respectively. Therefore, a significant amount of CO was216
oxidized by the TWC particle membrane, even in the absence of supplied oxygen. However, CO 2 emissions217
decreased over time while CO emissions increased. The isothermal CO oxidation experiment was stopped after218
30 minutes. Before proceeding with the next higher temperature experiment, the supplied CO concentration219
was confirmed as 44 ppm. This cycle represents an isothermal CO oxidation experiment for one temperature220
condition. With increased temperature, from 175 to 225°C, the initial CO emission approaches to zero, and221
the decrease in CO 2 emission was not significant. Furthermore, it was observed that CO 2 emission does not222
decrease over time when the temperature exceeds 300°C. Figure ??1 shows fitting results between experimental223
and numerical oxygen atom fluxes at the TWC particle surfaces. Here, the oxygen atom flux in the experiment224
was estimated from the required number of oxygen atoms to produce one mole of CO 2 , calculated from emission225
concentrations with respect to time. In numerical simulation, the flux was obtained from the gradient of oxygen226
atom concentration at the surface of the CZ material. The fitting parameter A, which is the pre-exponential227
factor for oxidation, contributes to an increase or a decrease in flux in the entire region during the elapsed time. D228
is the diffusion coefficient of oxygen atoms that contributes to a decreasing rate of flux over time. The numerical229
results agree well with the experimental data using a combination of fitting parameters, shown in Table ??.230
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There were some discrepancies in the data at the beginning of oxidation, especially at higher temperatures. The231
concentration of introduced CO was initially stepwise in the numerical simulation, while there was a gradually232
increased initial condition, from 0 to 44 ppm, in the experiment. Therefore, to remove uncertainties at the initial233
times, the calculated oxygen atom flux from the experiment was fitted starting from 10 seconds until the end234
of measurement (i.e., 400 seconds), as shown in Fig. ??0. Using the obtained diffusion coefficient D from the235
fitting, the activation energy Ea and pre-exponential factor Do were estimated as 96.4 kJ/mol and 3.904 x 10-8236
m2/s from the Arrhenius plot, as shown in Fig. ??2. Figure 13 shows variation of CO concentration distributions237
along the flow direction with respect to time from the beginning to an elapsed time of 400 seconds at 175, 200238
and 225°C using the fitting parameters obtained above. Here, the working gas flows from the right to the left239
with a superficial velocity of 20 mm/s, and the concentration of CO at the right-hand side is fixed at 2.2 x 10 -9240
mol/m 3 (44 ppm). The concentration of introduced CO was decreased along the thickness by CO oxidation in241
the membrane, even at 175°C (Fig. 13(a)). There was no emission of CO for up to 100 seconds, although this242
doesn’t agree with the experimental results. However, the CO concentration in entire region of the membrane was243
increased with respect to time due to a decreased oxidation rate even under an isothermal oxidation condition.244
Then, 400 seconds later, a high level of CO was emitted in the case of 175°C (Fig. 13(a)). With increased245
temperature, from 175 to 225°C, the emission at 400 seconds was less since more CO was oxidized.246

Figures ??4(a), 14(b) and 14(c) show variations of oxygen atom concentration distributions in the CZ material247
in a TWC particle located at the top surface of the membrane with respect to time at 175, 200 and 225°C,248
respectively. However, Figs. ??5 and ??6 show the same data at the middle and bottom surfaces of the membrane.249
The concentration gradient at the bottom surface of the membrane is smaller than that of the top and middle250
since the CO concentration decreases along the flow direction. Here, since at the right-hand end of each graph,251
oxygen reacts with CO and the oxygen concentration was decreased with respect to time. According to the CO252
oxidation rate at the right-hand end, oxygen is supplied by diffusion from the inside of the CZ particulate. As a253
result, the oxygen concentration was decreased in the x-direction at each time step. Moreover, with consumption254
of oxygen atoms, its concentration in the CZ particulate was decreased with time. With increasing temperature,255
from 175 (Fig. ??4(a)) to 225°C (Fig. ??4(c)), since the diffusion coefficient of oxygen atoms is increased as256
predicted by the Arrhenius expression, the concentration gradient at the surface (at the right-hand end) becomes257
smaller while the transport range becomes wider. V. Conclusions258

In this study, the diffusion-controlled oxygen transport process in ceria-zirconia (CZ) particulates located259
at the surface of the spherical TWC particles, which are the elements of the TWC particle membrane filter,260
was investigated through isothermal CO oxidation experiments and numerical modeling. Although the electron261
micrograph of cross-sectional view of a spherical TWC particle was exhibited as a homogeneously agglomerated262
structure, the primary CZ particulates were separated from each other within alumina at the spherical surface263
under a back-scattered electron mode. Moreover, the simulation results revealed that the oxygen atoms transport264
range of approximately 100 nm from the surface of the CZ particulates were mainly contributed to the reaction265
under a low temperature range of 175°C to 225°C. A few microns-sized TWC particles membrane wall-flow266
filter will become useful for a low-temperature exhaust gas due to the high specific surface area to enhance the267
purification reaction though the oxygen atom transport range is limited as obtained here. 1268
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Chemical compounds Composition (%)
Palladium oxide PdO 1.45
Rhodium oxide Rh 2 O 3 0.26
Cerium dioxide CeO 2 18.3
Zirconium dioxide ZrO 2 26.10
Aluminum oxide Al 2 O 3 47.70
Lanthanum oxide La 2 O 3 3.28
Neodymium oxide Nd 2 O 3 2.90

Figure 9: Table 1 :
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